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A Tractable Approach to Joint Transmission in
Multiuser Visible Light Communication Networks
Liang Yin and Harald Haas, Fellow, IEEE
Abstract—In this paper, an analytical model for the coverage analysis of multiuser visible light communication (VLC) networks is
presented, taking into account the cooperation among access points (APs). Specifically, the cooperation is realized through joint
transmission (JT), where the coordinated APs jointly transmit data to users in a noncoherent or coherent manner to reduce the
inter-cell interference and enhance the useful signal power. Using a second-order moment matching approach, we find approximate
distribution functions of the signal power and interference, and derive tractable results for the network coverage probability based on
the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR). For both noncoherent and coherent JT, the derived coverage probabiklity are further
simplified into closed forms when the communication link is interference-limited. We validate the derived results through Monte Carlo
simulations and apply them to study behaviors and trends of the network under various parameter settings. Results show that JT can
improve the coverage performance of the network and coherent JT can provide higher performance gains than its noncoherent
counterpart, at the cost of higher implementation complexities.




C ISCO recently reported that the global mobile data traf-fic has increased by 63% in 2016, reaching 7.2 exabytes
per month [1]. It also forecasts that the global mobile data
traffic will experience a sevenfold increase during the next
five years [1]. Motivated by this, many industry partners as
well as research communities are seeking new technologies
that are capable of handling such increasing demand for
wireless data traffic. In parallel to many other technolo-
gies, visible light communication (VLC) [2], [3], [4], which
typically uses intensity modulation and direct detection
(IM/DD), has recently emerged and been acknowledged as
a promising candidate for future short-range wireless com-
munications. VLC has advantages in implementation cost,
operation safety, usable bandwidth, data rate, frequency
reuse factor and data security. Extensive studies on point-
to-point VLC transmission and reception techniques during
the past decade have also led to its recent standardization1
by the IEEE Computer Society [5].
The femtocell-like deployment of VLC in an indoor en-
vironment brings the concept of optical attocells [6], which
can be added as an additional network layer, along with the
existing radio frequency (RF) counterparts, to future hetero-
geneous wireless networks. The optical attocell network is a
multiuser VLC network, in which each light-emitting diode
(LED), or a cluster of LEDs, functions as an access point (AP)
to provide wireless data transfer to multiple users within
the coverage area. Similar to RF networks, VLC networks
are also subject to inter-cell interference, which appears as
• The authors are with School of Engineering, Institute for Digital Com-
munications, Li-Fi Research and Development Centre, The University of
Edinburgh, Edinburgh, EH9 3JL, U.K.
Email: l.yin@ed.ac.uk and h.haas@ed.ac.uk.
1. This standardization is currently being revised.
a key limiting factor of the network performance. Based on
the fact that signals transmitted through radio waves and
through visible light exhibit different propagation charac-
teristics, existing results obtained for RF networks can not
be directly applied to VLC networks.
1.1 Related Work and Motivation
On the one hand, by modeling the location of LEDs with
the regular grid pattern, the performance of VLC networks
is usually evaluated with the aid of computer simulations
due to the analytical intractability of the grid model [6], [7],
[8], [9], [10]. On the other hand, based on the observation
that modern LED lights are commonly installed with built-
in motion sensors to reduce the energy consumption, LED
lights that detect no occupancy within the coverage area
are therefore automatically switched off. Also, even when
all LED lights in the network are switched on, the LEDs that
are not requested for wireless data transfer do not contribute
as the source of interference. Therefore, in most practical
scenarios, a thinning process needs to be applied to the
locations of LEDs for modeling VLC APs. Such a thinning
process is stochastic because it depends on the user locations
as well as their mobility profile, both of which are random in
nature. Accurate modeling of VLC APs using the described
approach remains an open research topic. To facilitate the
derivation of tractable results and obtain system design
insights, stochastic models [11], [12], [13], [14] have been
widely adapted as a suitable method, in which the variable
density of active users is effectively captured by the density
active transmitters. Specifically, the Poisson point process
(PPP) is utilized in this work as it has been shown to yield
similar results to the traditional grid model [15] while being
more analytically tractable.
With the use of PPP models, the performance of mul-
tiuser VLC networks has recently been studied in [15], [16].
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The distribution function of the signal-to-interference-plus-
noise ratio (SINR) studied in [15] was given as a sum of
Gamma densities, whose calculation requires Gram-Charlier
series expansion and Laguerre polynomials. As a result, the
computation would involve complicated integrals and an
infinite number of sums. In [16], the coverage probability of
a typical user inside the VLC network was derived using
the statistical-equivalent transformation, and the result was
given in a tractable form.
Coordinating multiple APs in the network, a tech-
nique commonly known as the coordinated multipoint
(CoMP) [17], is capable of improving the performance of the
network. The coordination and data exchange among APs
are supported by an additional backbone network, which
can be realized using a wired Ethernet or existing power
lines, i.e., via power line communication (PLC) [18], [19]. By
making use of the shared information among cooperative
APs, inter-cell interference can be effectively mitigated or
even converted into useful signals. Since the cooperative
APs can be viewed as a virtual multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) system, CoMP is also named cooperative
MIMO, which allows limited bandwidth to be more effi-
ciently utilized among multiple users.
The exact form of CoMP varies from coordinated
scheduling/beamforming (CS/CB) to joint transmission
(JT), depending on the specific architecture and deployment
of the network. In JT, APs can communicate and exchange
information, which includes control signals as well as user
data and channel state information (CSI), among each other
through the backhaul link. This results in an alleviation of
the interference level and an enhancement of the useful
signal power. Therefore, the implementation of JT in VLC
networks can significantly improve the roaming experience
of cell-edge users. The realization of JT can generally be
classified into two categories: coherent JT and noncoherent
JT. In coherent JT, it is assumed that cooperated APs share
detailed CSI to the user of interest. Based on the shared
CSI, signals are jointly precoded, i.e., using zero-forcing (ZF)
precoding, with prior phase alignment and synchronization
so that the received signals are coherently constructed in
amplitude [17], [20], [21]. In noncoherent JT, signals are
transmitted from multiple APs without phase-mismatch
correction or synchronization. Instead, soft-combining tech-
niques are utilized for signal detection, yielding an incre-
ment in the useful signal power [17], [20], [21].
The performance of noncoherent JT and coherent JT in
RF cellular networks has been analytically studied in [22]
and [23], respectively. In both works, base stations (BSs)
are assumed to be independently distributed according to
the PPP, and the coverage probability has been derived.
Since the vertical distance of the communication link in
RF networks is typically much smaller than the horizontal
distance, a planar network model is generally used [22],
[23]. However, in typical VLC networks, the size of optical
attocells is in the oder of meters. This indicates that a three-
dimensional (3D) network model taking into account both
the horizontal and vertical distances of the communication
link is necessary. For this reason, the coverage analysis of
3D VLC networks is more challenging than that of two-
dimensional (2D) RF networks.
1.2 Contributions
The contributions of this paper are as follows.
1) We present a 3D attocell model for the coverage
analysis of multiuser VLC networks, taking into
account the cooperation among APs. By studying
the approximate distribution functions of the sig-
nal power and interference through second-order
moment matching, analytical expressions for the
coverage probability with noncoherent/coherent JT
are derived in generally tractable forms and also
validated through computer simulations.
2) We show that for typical receiver noise levels,
the SINR can be approximated by the signal-to-
interference ratio (SIR), based on which expres-
sions for the coverage probability with noncoher-
ent/coherent JT are further simplified into closed
forms.
3) We investigate the impact of various key param-
eters on the network performance and study the
achievable performance gain of coherent JT over
noncoherent JT under different parameter settings.
These findings are useful for studying behaviors
and trends of the network and providing guidelines
for the design of practical VLC networks.
1.3 Paper Organization
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 describes the presented 3D attocell model and for-
mulates the SINR expression for noncoherent/coherent JT.
In Section 3, the approximate distributions of the signal
power and interference are investigated and utilized for the
coverage probability analysis. Simulation results, together
with discussions on the impact of various key parameters
on the coverage performance of the network, are presented
in Section 4. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Sec-
tion 5.
2 SYSTEM MODEL
We consider the downlink transmission of a multiuser VLC
network, with full frequency reuse, over a confined 3D
indoor space. As depicted in Fig. 1, APs are attached to
the room ceiling and their horizontal locations are modeled
by a 2D homogeneous PPP Φa = {xi, i ∈ N+} ⊂ R2, with
node density λa, where xi is the horizontal distance between
AP i and the origin2. The 3D coordinate of a mobile user
is constructed by a 2D coordinate plus a vertical variable
L, which represents its vertical separation from the ceiling.
The variable L can be tuned to model a user at different
heights. If, on the other hand, the vertical parameter follows
a certain distribution, the presented analysis still applies
but the final result should be obtained with an additional
integration with respect to L. Based on the user-centric AP
cooperation [9], users are assumed to be served by a cluster
of APs that are within the cooperation region. We define the
cooperation region as a 2D ball centered around the user
with radius D. For example, for the user located at the origin
2. We define the room center as the origin and use both notions
interchangeably throughout the paper.
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TABLE 1
Summary of Notation
Notation Description (default value [2], [24], [25])
Apd effective detection area of the PD (1 cm2)
b and b̄ a 2D ball and its complement
d Euclidean distance
D cooperation radius
fX , FX and FX the PDF, CDF and the characteristic func-
tion of variable X
Gc optical concentrator gain
Gf optical filter gain (1)
I normalized interference power
L vertical distance from the typical user to
the ceiling (2 m)
m LED Lambertian order
nc reflective index of the optical concentrator
(1.5)
Ptx transmit signal power (1 W)
S normalized signal power
T SINR target
xi horizontal distance from AP i to the origin
η responsivity of the PD (0.4 A/W)
µ the standard Lebesgue measure
λa density of APs
Φa the PPP for APs
Ψfov FOV of the PD (90◦)
Ψ1/2 LED semi-angle (60◦)
σ2n and σ̄2n noise variance (−117.0 dBm) and normal-
ized noise variance
θtx and θrx angle of irradiance and angle of incidence
kX and θX the shape and scale parameters of a gamma
distributed variable X
aX , dX and θX the shape and scale parameters of a gener-
alized gamma distributed variable X
o, the cooperation region can be written as b(o,D). Similarly,
the region outside the cooperation ball is denoted by b̄(o,D).
Note that in this model, D serves as a tunable parameter
to control the number of cooperative APs, which reflects
the limited backhaul capacity of practical VLC networks.
We focus on the analysis of a typical user located at the
origin because according to Slivnyak’s theorem [11], this
typical user can reflect the average performance of users in
the network. Note that we do not explicitly consider room
boundaries as their impact on network-cell users can be
taken into consideration by adjusting λa appropriately [16].
Due to the homogeneity of Φa, the number of cooperative
APs inside ball b(o,D) still follows a Poisson distribution,




















1, xi ∈ b(o,D)
0, otherwise
. (2)
In VLC, the communication channel between an AP and
a user consists of the line-of-sight (LOS) link and non-line-
of-sight (NLOS) links, that are caused by light reflections
of interior surfaces in the indoor environment. However, in
a typical indoor environment, the signal power of NLOS
components is significantly lower than that of the LOS
link [2], [3], [25]. As a result, for a VLC system using

























Fig. 1. Illustration of the 3D network model with Voronoi cells. APs
that are inside the ball b(o, D) jointly transmit data to the typical user.
APs that are outside ball b(o, D) act as the source of interference. For
simplicity, only the typical user in the centering Voronoi cell is shown.
Other users are connected to their nearest APs in a similar manner.
response can be approximated as flat. Since the incisive
modeling of link blockage in VLC networks still remains
an open research topic, it is not considered in this work.
Without loss of generality, the VLC AP is assumed to follow
the Lambertian radiation profile, whose transmit power is
Ptx and Lambertian order is m = −1/log2(cos(Ψ1/2)), where
Ψ1/2 denotes the semi-angle of the LED. The photodiode
(PD) equipped at each user is assumed to be facing vertically
upwards with a field-of-view (FOV) of Ψfov. Note that with
this assumption, APs that are close to a given user typically
result in a high received signal strength (RSS). Since the
modeling of receiver orientations is still an open research
topic, characterizing the performance of VLC networks with
arbitrarily oriented PDs will be the subject of future work.
For the LOS link, the direct current (DC) gain of the VLC





where d is the Euclidean distance between the transmitter
and receiver; Apd denotes the effective detection area of
the PD; η is the responsivity of the PD; θtx and θrx are
the angle of irradiance and the angle of incidence of the
link, respectively; Gf(θrx) represents the gain of the optical
filter used at the receiver front end; and Gc(θrx) represents






, 0 ≤ θrx ≤ Ψfov
0, θrx > Ψfov
, (4)
where nc is the reflective index of the optical concentrator,
and it is defined as the ratio of the speed of light in vacuum
and the phase velocity of light in the optical material. For
visible light, typical values for nc are between 1 and 2.
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Based on the geometric property of the VLC link, the








where α = (m + 1)ApdηGf(θrx,i)Gc(θrx,i)Lm+1/2π. The VLC
receiver is subject to noise processes that include both shot
noise and thermal noise. Overall, they can be modeled as
the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with power
σ2n [2]. It is assumed in the system model that the backhaul
link can provide error-free coordination and data exchange.
However, a backhaul link in practical applications may have
delivery latency and limited capacity. The latency affects the
duration for which the CSI remains valid, depending on
user mobilities. In fact, apart from the feedback schedul-
ing delay, additional backhaul latency can be caused by
hardware limitations and the necessary time required for
signal processing. The second limiting factor is the backhaul
capacity, which should be much larger than the downlink
delivery rate because not only the CSI but also the user data
need to be shared among cooperative APs.
2.1 Noncoherent Joint Transmission
In the case of noncoherent JT, a user receives multiple copies
of the same signal transmitted by a cluster of cooperative
APs. In this scheme, accurate synchronizations and CSI are
not required at the cooperative APs. Therefore, noncoherent
JT has lower implementation complexity and requires less
backhaul capacity when compared to its coherent counter-
part. At the receiver side, the received copies of signals
are combined by accumulating their powers [21], [22]. The
achieved SINR at the typical user under the noncoherent JT















where σ̄2n = σ2n/Ptxα2 is defined as the normalized noise
power.
2.2 Coherent Joint Transmission
In the case of coherent JT, APs cooperate by transmitting the
same data to each user in a synchronous manner, resembling
a distributed LED array. As a result, the received signals are
combined in amplitude, rather than in power. The achieved
















Note that the expressions for the SINR under noncoherent
JT and coherent JT schemes are different only in the received
signal power. Comparing (6) with (7), it is evident that
coherent JT outperforms noncoherent JT in terms of the
SINR since the numerator of (7) is greater than that of (6).
3 COVERAGE PROBABILITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we focus on the analysis of the coverage
probability of a typical user in the network. The coverage
probability is defined as the probability that the received
SINR exceeds a certain threshold T . For both noncoherent






where S and I represent the normalized received signal
power and the normalized interference power at the typical
user, respectively. Note that the normalization is to simplify
the mathematical derivations. For example, S (I) repre-
sent the received signal (interference) power per transmit
power, scaled by the distance-irrelevant fading parameter
















2)−(m+3). Since S and I are functions of
points located in two disjoint sets of the PPP, they are
statistically independent. Therefore, the density function
of the SINR can be obtained by studying the distribution
functions of S and I separately.
3.1 Characteristic Functions of S and I
For noncoherent JT, the exact probability density functions
(PDFs) of S and I can be obtained from the inversion
of their characteristic functions [27]. More specifically, the
























































−1 and fx∈b(o,D)(x) is the PDF of the distance
of a point uniformly distributed inside ball b(o,D) to the
origin. In the derivation of (9), the last step follows from
the property of PPP, stating that the n points inside the
set Φa ∩ b(o,D) are independent. Due to the homogeneity
of the PPP, we have fx∈b(o,D)(x) = 2x/D2 for x ≤ D, and
zero otherwise. By reversely applying the Taylor series
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for ω ≥ 0, and FS(ω) = F ∗S (−ω) for ω < 0. In (10), En(z) =∫ ∞
1 exp(−zt)t
−ndt is the exponential integral function [28].
On the other hand, the characteristic function of the














































where µ(b̄(o,D)) is the standard Lebesgue measure of b̄(o,D),
and fx∈b̄(o,D)(x) is the PDF of the distance of a point uni-
formly distributed in b̄(o,D) to the origin. Since b̄(o,D) is an
unbounded region, FI (ω) can be calculated by considering
b̄(o,D) as an annulus with inner radius D and outer radius
Do →∞:











































































































exp(−t)tn−1dt is the upper incomplete gamma
function [28].
As can be seen from (10) and (13), the characteristic
functions FS(ω) and FI (ω) are both in complicated forms,
and no explicit expressions are available for the PDFs of S
and I. Therefore, numerical methods are required for the















Fig. 2. The PDF of S + I for noncoherent JT. The parameters are Ψ1/2 =
60◦, λa = 0.1 and L = 1 m. The empirical data is obtained from 80, 000
realizations while the analytical expression is calculated from (14) by
summing the first 100 terms.
calculation of PDFs of S and I. This can be achieved by per-
forming the inverse Fourier transform or using the Gram-
Charlier series expansion with infinite terms and Laguerre
polynomials [29]. However, these two approaches are not
pursued here due to their high computation complexity and
the lack of insights into the distribution characteristics of S
and I.
We point out here that, for noncoherent JT, an analytical
expression for the PDF of S + I is available, which is given
in the following proposition.

































Proof: The characteristic function of S + I for nonco-
herent JT can treated as a special case of FS(ω)when D→∞.
Therefore, it can be obtained from:

































)−(m+3) and integration by parts. The inverse
Fourier transform of FS+I (ω) gives the PDF of S + I. Since it
satisfies that 0 < 1/(m + 3) < 1, (14) can be readily obtained
by following similar procedures as described in [27].
In Fig. 2, the analytical expression in (14) is compared
with the empirical PDF of S + I obtained from Monte
Carlo simulations. It can be seen that the derived analytical
expression closely matches the simulation results. However,
the exact distribution functions of S and I are difficult to
obtain from their characteristic functions. In the following,
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we resort to finding approximate distributions of S and I for
both noncoherent JT and coherent JT schemes.
3.2 Noncoherent Joint Transmission
In this subsection, approximate distribution functions of
S and I for noncoherent JT are derived through second-
order moment matching. Since S and I are two independent
variables, the PDFs of S and I are sufficient for the coverage
probability characterization.
Proposition 2. The normalized signal power S for nonco-
herent JT can be accurately approximated by a gamma
distribution, whose shape parameter kS and scale pa-
























Proof: The parameterization of kS and θS can be ob-
tained by matching the first order (mean) and second order
(variance) moments of the gamma distribution. The mean of

























































where the second step follows from [30, Corollary 4.8]. Since
a gamma distribution with shape parameter kS and scale pa-
rameter θS has mean kSθS and variance kSθ2S , kS and θS can
be obtained from kS = (E[S])2 /Var[S] and θS = Var[S]/E[S],
respectively.
Based on Proposition 2, the approximate PDF of S for












Proposition 3. The normalized interference I for noncoher-
ent JT can be accurately approximated by a gamma dis-
tribution, whose shape parameter kI and scale parameter

















Proof: The proof is similar to that of Proposition 2,
















Similarly, kI and θI can be obtained from kI = (E[I])2 /Var[I]
and θI = Var[I]/E[I], respectively.
Based on Proposition 3, the approximate PDF of I for











By approximating the signal power and interference as
two independent gamma distributions, a tractable analytical
expression for the coverage probability can be derived.
As will be shown in the simulation results, despite being
simple, such approximations can provide accurate results
for calculating the coverage probability.
Theorem 1. For noncoherent JT, the coverage probability of
a typical user can be well approximated by:























where kS , θS , kI and θI are given in (16),
(17), (21) and (22), respectively, and U(a, b, z) =
Γ−1 (a)
∫ ∞
0 exp (−zt) t
a−1 (1 + t)b−a−1 dt is the confluent hy-
pergeometric function [28].
Proof: Starting with Proposition 2 and Proposition 3,
the coverage probability can be calculated using properties
of the gamma distribution:









































where the second step is based on (20) and the last step
is obtained with the insertion of (25). Using the series
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expansion of the upper incomplete gamma function [28,
Eq. 8.354.2], (27) can be rewritten as:
P [SINR > T] ≈
θ−kII












































With a change of variable t = I/σ̄2n , (28) can be further
simplified into:
P [SINR > T]
≈1 −
θ−kII





















(1 + t)kS+n dt . (29)
Applying [28, Eq. 9.211.4], the integration in (29) can be
interpreted as the integral representation of the confluent
hypergeometric function with parameters kI , kS + kI + n + 1
and σ̄2n/θI . After further simplifications, the coverage prob-
ability can be obtained as shown in (26).
The result presented in Theorem 1 is applicable for the
coverage probability calculation with arbitrary network pa-
rameters. Nevertheless, significant simplification is possible
if the communication link is interference-limited, i.e., σ̄2n = 0.
We present this result in the following proposition.
Proposition 4. For noncoherent JT, the coverage probability
of a typical user in the interference-limited region can be
approximated by:
P [SINR > T]
≈
Γ (kS + kI )













where 2F1(·, ·; ·; ·) is the Gauss hypergeometric func-
tion [28].
Proof: Starting from (27), when σ̄2n = 0, the coverage
probability can be simplified to:
P [SINR > T]
≈
θ−kII










































1, kS + kI ; kI + 1;
1
1 + θIθS T
)
=













where the first step follows from [28, Eq. 6.455.1] and the
second step is obtained with the use of Pfaff transforma-
tion [28, Eq. 9.131.1]. Inserting (32) into (31) yields (30),
which completes the proof.
Notice that the coverage probability in (30) depends on
kS , kI and the ratio between θS and θI . When the commu-
nication link is interference-limited, Proposition 4 provides
a more tractable result than Theorem 1 for the coverage
probability computation. For the general case when σ̄2n , 0,
the coverage probability is more accurately characterized
by Theorem 1, while Proposition 4 can be used as an
analytical upper bound.
3.3 Coherent Joint Transmission
In this subsection, approximate distribution functions of S
and I for coherent JT are derived using a similar method
as the derivation for the case of noncoherent JT. Since the
independence between S and I still preserves, the coverage
probability can also be computed using the PDFs of S and I.
Remark 1. The normalized interference I for noncoherent JT
and coherent JT are the same, so are their distributions.
Therefore, for coherent JT, I can also be approximated by
a gamma distribution with shape parameter kI and scale
parameter θI given by (21) and (22), respectively.
For coherent JT, the expression for S is given as a square
of sum. As a result, the gamma distribution is no longer
accurate for modeling the distribution of S.
Proposition 5. The signal power S for coherent JT can
be accurately approximated by a generalized gamma














where the shape parameter aS and two scale parameters
dS and pS are given by:
aS =




























Proof: We start by studying the distribution of the
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Since Y for coherent JT has a similar expression as S for
noncoherent JT, it can also be approximated by a gamma
distribution. The mean and variance of Y are found to be:


















By letting E [Y ] = kYθY and Var [Y ] = kYθ2Y , we obtain the
shape parameter kY and scale parameter θY for the gamma
























Based on the property of gamma distribution, the cumula-
tive distribution function (CDF) of S can be obtained as:

































which falls into the category of generalized gamma distri-
bution, whose scale parameter and two shape parameters
are aS = θ2Y , pS = kY/2 and dS = 1/2, respectively.
With the signal power being modeled as a generalized
gamma distribution and the interference power being mod-
eled as a gamma distribution, a tractable analytical expres-
sion for the coverage probability is given in the following
theorem.
Theorem 2. For coherent JT, the coverage probability of a
typical user can be well approximated by:
































where kY , θY , kI and θI are given in (39), (40), (21)
and (22), respectively.
Proof: According to Proposition 3 and Proposition 5,
the coverage probability can be calculated using properties
of the generalized gamma distribution of S and the gamma
distribution of I:











































where the second step is based on (33) and the last is from
the insertion of (25). By following similar steps as in (28)
and (29), (43) can be obtained.
Note that the coverage probability derived in Theorem 2
is generally applicable for arbitrary network parameters.
Nevertheless, the result can be further simplified if the
communication link is interference-limited. This simplified
result is given in the following proposition.
Proposition 6. For coherent JT, the coverage probability of
a typical user in the interference-limited region can be
approximated by:
P [SINR > T]
≈1 +
1


























































where 2F2(·, ·; ·, ·; ·) is the generalized hypergeometric se-
ries [28].
Proof: Starting from (44), when σ̄2n = 0, the coverage
probability can be simplified using a change of variable t =√
T I/θY :
P [SINR > T]
≈
θ−kII


































After replacing the incomplete gamma function in (46) with
a series representation [28, Eq. 8.354.2], the coverage proba-
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bility can be expressed as:
P [SINR > T]
≈
2




































































Interpreting the sum of infinites series as two sums with
odd and even indexes, (47) can be rewritten as:
P [SINR > T] ≈ 1 +
1


























)n Γ ( kY2 + kI + n)
(2n)! (kY + 2n)
 .
(48)
Based on the identities (2n)! = n!4nΓ (n + 1/2) /Γ (1/2) and
(2n + 1)! = 2(n)!4nΓ (n + 3/2) /Γ (1/2), we have:
P [SINR > T] ≈ 1 +
1
















































Interpreting the infinite series in (49) as the generalized
hypergeometric series, we obtain, after some simplification,
the expression for the coverage probability shown in (45).
It can be seen that the coverage probability in (45)
depends on kY , kI and the ratio between
√
θI and θY . When
the communication link is dominated by interference, eval-
uating the coverage probability using Proposition 6 is more
analytically tractable than using Theorem 2. For the general
case when σ̄2n , 0, the coverage probability can be more
accurately computed with Theorem 2, while Proposition 6
serves as an analytical upper bound.
4 SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, Monte Carlo simulation results are presented
to validate the theoretical results derived in Section 3. For
the simulation setup, we consider an indoor office of size
18 × 14 × 3.5 m3, as depicted in Fig. 1. If not otherwise
specified, the following parameters are assumed. The VLC
APs have a semi-angle of 60◦, and all active APs transmit at

















Fig. 3. The empirical and approximate CDFs of the normalized signal
power S.
the same power level, which is 1 W [2], [25]. The PD used
at the receiver side has a FOV of 90◦, an effective detection
area of 1 cm2, and a responsivity of 0.4 A/W [24], [25]. The
vertical separation between users and VLC APs is set to
2 m. The VLC modulation bandwidth and the receiver noise
power density are assumed to be 20 MHz and 10−22 A2/Hz,
respectively [2], [25]. This determines a typical value of the
receiver noise power, that is −117.0 dBm. At the receiver
front end, we assume that the optical concentrator has a
reflective index of 1.5, and the optical filter has a unity
gain [2]. The density of interfering APs is assumed to be
0.1.
Fig. 3 compares the approximate CDF of the normal-
ized signal power with its empirical CDF obtained through
simulations. It can be seen that for noncoherent JT, the
signal power is well modeled by the gamma distribu-
tion (Proposition 2). For coherent JT, the signal power is
well approximated by the generalized gamma distribution
(Proposition 5). When the cooperation radius increases from
3 m to 5 m, only a slight improvement on the received
signal power is observed for noncoherent JT. This is because
signals transmitted from APs that are further away from the
user are more severely attenuated. However, for coherent
JT, signals transmitted by APs within the cooperation region
are constructively added in amplitude. Therefore, when the
cooperation radius for coherent JT is expanded from 3 m to
5 m, 2 − 5 dB improvement on the normalized signal power
is observed. Fig. 3 also shows that coherent JT outperforms
its noncoherent counterpart in terms of the received signal
power, but it requires more stringent signal synchronization
and has higher implementation cost.
In Fig. 4, the empirical and approximate CDFs of the
normalized interference power are compared. Since the
interference has the same expression for both JT schemes,
it is not explicitly distinguished in this context. It is shown
in Fig. 4 that the gamma approximation of the interference
power is reasonably accurate, with only slight deviations
in the lower tail. As the cooperation radius is expanded
from 3 m to 5 m, the normalized interference power is
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Fig. 4. The empirical and approximate CDFs of the normalized interfer-
ence power I .






























Fig. 5. The comparison of coverage probabilities for noncoherent and
coherent JT schemes.
reduced by 8−10 dB. Therefore, combining the results shown
in Figs. 3 and 4, we can conclude that the main benefit of
increasing the cooperation radius resides in the reduction
of the interference level, rather than in the enhancement of
useful signal power.
With different values of the target SINR, the coverage
probability for noncoherent and coherent JT schemes are
compared in Fig. 5. It can be seen that for both JT schemes,
the derived analytical results match quite well with sim-
ulation results. It is also observed that increasing the co-
operation radius can significantly enhance the coverage
probability of a typical user. For example, when the SINR
target is 20 dB, increasing the cooperation radius from 3 m
to 5 m helps improve the coverage probability from 0.15 to
0.76 for noncoherent JT and from 0.33 to 0.92 for coherent
JT, respectively. Fig. 5 also shows that coherent JT always
yields a higher coverage probability than noncoherent JT,
due to the accumulation in signal amplitude rather than in
signal power. Furthermore, the gap between the coverage



























Fig. 6. Coverage probabilities for noncoherent and coherent JT schemes
with different sizes of the cooperation region (T = 20 dB).





























Fig. 7. Coverage probabilities for noncoherent and coherent JT schemes
with different densities of APs (D = 3 m).
probabilities for noncoherent and coherent JT schemes en-
larges as the the cooperation radius increases.
In Fig. 6, the coverage probabilities for noncoherent and
coherent JT schemes are investigated with different sizes of
the cooperation region. It is shown that for both JT schemes,
the coverage probability increases as the cooperation radius
increases. Notice that, on the one hand, when cooperation
region is small, the coverage probability is higher when the
density of APs is smaller. On the other hand, when coopera-
tion region is large, the coverage probability is higher when
the density of APs is larger. It is also shown that coherent
JT gives a higher coverage probability than noncoherent JT,
especially when the density of APs is large.
We investigate in Fig. 7 how the coverage probability of
a typical user scales with the density of APs in the network.
It can be seen that for a small value of the SINR target
(T = 10 dB), the coverage probabilities for both JT schemes
increase as the density of APs gets larger. However, for a
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Fig. 8. The impact of receiver noise on the coverage probability for
noncoherent and coherent JT schemes (D = 3 m, λa = 0.4).
large value of the SINR target (T = 20 dB), the coverage
probabilities for both JT schemes scale differently with the
density of APs. More specifically, the coverage probability
for noncoherent JT monotonically decreases with an increase
in the density of APs, while the coverage probability for
coherent JT monotonically increases as the density of APs is
increased. As a result, in comparison with noncoherent JT,
the benefit of coherent JT becomes more significant when
the target SINR is set at a higher value.
Since the derived analytical results are applicable with
arbitrary receiver noise levels, we investigate in Fig. 8 the
effect of receiver noise power on the coverage probabil-
ity of a typical user. It can be seen from Fig. 8 that the
analytical results are generally accurate across all receiver
noise levels. For noise less than −110 dBm, the coverage
probability remains constant because the communication
link is interference-limited. As the noise power continues
to increase, the coverage probability starts to decrease until
it reaches zero. Therefore, for typical receiver noise of power
−117.0 dBm [2], [25], assuming that the communication
link is interference-limited is reasonable, and it can signif-
icantly simplify the coverage probability analysis for both
noncoherent and coherent JT schemes (see Proposition 4
and Proposition 6).
5 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented a tractable model for the cover-
age analysis of multiuser VLC networks, taking into account
the cooperation among APs. For both noncoherent JT and
coherent JT, analytical expressions for the coverage proba-
bility have been derived and further simplified into closed
forms when the communication link is interference-limited.
The accuracy of the proposed analytical model has been
validated through extensive Monte Carlo simulations. The
performance of VLC networks has also been comprehen-
sively investigated with various parameters. Results show
that, although coherent JT requires more stringent signal
synchronization and has higher implementation cost than
noncoherent JT, it gives superior coverage performance to
users in the network, especially when the network is densely
deployed with APs. Furthermore, the performance gain of
coherent JT over its noncoherent counterpart is found to be
more significant when the density of APs and the target
SINR are increased. It is also shown that, for typical receiver
noise levels, the SINR can be well approximated by the SIR
to simplify the coverage analysis.
Throughout the paper, it is assumed that perfect CSI is
available at both the transmitter and the receiver. In order
to better understand the trade-offs and limitations of JT in
practical VLC networks, future works taking into account
the effect of imperfect CSI are of interest. Experimental
evaluations of a practical VLC network are also worth
investigating.
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